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s 'I'hiI neglects the generally unavoidable deviations from tbia

plane that occur during the powered launch phase and whichare COB11... -lie tan 11... -(el - 1)1/1
3 reeult of Earth's rotation, guidance commands, aerodyD8lllic

eIf~ts, etc. For the circular coasting orbit the injection point is t~~. ~
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Launch Parameters for Interplanetary
Flights

w. C. RIDDELLI

Convair (Astronautics) Div., General Dynaunics Corp.,
San Diego, Calif.

. IT IS assumed that the heliocentric transfer orbit from
Earth to the target planet, both considered 88 m Jess

points, is known. This may be determined by using two-
body equations to describe transfer ellipsesand an iterative
process to match flight time with planet positions. The
initial heliocentric velocity vector, then, is known. This is
transformed to a geocentric vector by subtracting the ve-
locity vector of Earth. The direction of this vector is called
the target direction. The magnitude is the hyperbolicexcess
of the departure orbit, and the square of the magnitude is

--taken to be the energy of this orbit. Intervals of time and
distance which occur between launch and the practical
attainment of the vector are small compared to the inter-
planetary distances and times involved.

The development is carried out with the idea that there will
be no powered change of plane. Hence, the missile plane
relative to a nonrotating Earth is defined88that plane which
contains the Earth-centered target direction vector and the
launch site position vector at the instant of launch.1 For
any time of day such a plane is possible. With each plane a.
launch azimuth is a.ssociated. The relationship between
launchazimuthandlaunchhourisobtained. .

If departure is made from a circular coasting orbit, the
point of entering the hyperbolic orbit is easily found, since,.
for tangential impulse, it will be the perigeeof the hyperbola.
The coasting orbit should be circular for greater efficiency.
If the coasting orbit is elliptic; iteration is needed, sincethe
.elementsof the hyperbola depend upon the po41tof departure
which, in turn, depends upon the requiredenergyand asymp-
tote direction of the hyperbola. For the direct shot, itera-
tion may again be needed, since the launch time, and there-
fore launch azimuth, willdepend upon the burnout conditions
of downrange, altitude and flight path, and these in turn de-
pend to some'extent upon the launch azimuth.

Method

The initial velocity ~tor of the heliocentrictransfer orbit
is referred to the center of Earth by subtracting Earth's
velocity vector. Its direction now is the target direction "

from Earth. The expressionof the vector may take various
forms. A typical and convenient sequence of steps is the
following
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Equating Equations [2 and 3] gives the right ascension aRc
declination of the target direction. -1'

A launch into a plane containing the target vector may I
made at ,any time of day, the launch azimuth varying wii
launch hour. The relation betweenazimuth and launchhow
may be obtained by equating the exPression of the normal to "

plane passing through the launch site with a given azimui
to that for a plane passing through the launch site and the-'
target vector. It is "

. sin (A - H) cosIicoaa- ..
sin I(>

, sin (A - H) coBIi '.' -'~c .

t1 - [cos (A - H) COBI COBIi + sin I sin 1i]211/t , ,-~~~"

Letting a ... 0 gives ",~I

COB(A - H) .. tan Ii/tan I

Thus when III ~ "IiI a due east launch may be made. ':~1'~'
In case 'Ill < IiiI, the least /a I is found, from spherij1-.'

trigonometry,to beobtainedwhen .'-

COB (A - H) = tan l/tan Ii [6J~~
and then

COBa .. cos Ii/COB1

In both cases the plane is that having the smallest incli
tion to the Equator. In the first case the inclination is equ
to the latitude of the launch site, and in the second C88&1 .
the declination of the target vector. The launches would }'
into coasting orbits, since it is highly unlikely that Oth,
conditions would be right for a direct entry into the h
bola.

The point of initiating the hyperbola may be found. Tha,iJ
true anomaly of the asymptote is given by -,"
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perigee and thus is 17.back from the target vector.
case

In this
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In case an elliptic coasting orbit occurs; a tentative initial
point is chosen. The flight path angle and radius of this
point are determined from the orbital elements as found
from the burnout conditions of the surface launch phase.
~ow
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The true anomaly in the hyperbola of the initial point is found
from

t (V2/V.2+ 2) sin 2'YI
an 17'..

. 2[(v%/v.%+ 2) cos2'Y.- 1J

If the selected point is at an angle 'Uin the forward direction
from the target vector, then it required that

[10)

'U+ (17. - 17.)= 360 deg

The process is repeated until a point is found for which this
occurs.

In the case of the direct shot, kinematics and geometry are
interrelated. The angle (17. - 17.)is found from Equations
[9 and 101. Adding to this the downrange angle of the power
phase gives cpo H and a are then found from

cos (A - H) OIl (cos cp- sin l sin o)/cos l cos 0

cos a ..sin (A. - H) cos o/sin cp

[11)

Since launch is from a rotating Earth, the power phase is
affected by a, so that a cyclic iteration may be needed. Also,
Equation [IlJ may give an imaginery (A.-H), so that the
power phase may have to be revised to obtain a compatible
41. A low 'Y.will usually require a large la I.

The hyperbolicinjection velocity for all casesis given by
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The launch azimuth relative to a rotating Earth may be
approximated b)'

cot a' ..cos a - VO/ve
sin a [131

The distance of the asymptote from the target vector is
given by

p "" r;[1 + 2/(V/II.)2)112 [14J

AsasimpleexamplelettO.. 0, r ..'r. =:0,1.. 1.5deg,
VIV. "'"1.137,E ..23.5deg,l .. 28.5deg,and let launchbe
into a l00-nautical mile altitude circular coasting orbit.
From Equation [2)

y
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)l...~ 0.1136
II 0.0819

Using Equation [3)

:t "" 90 deg 0 "" tan -1 (0.0819/0.1136) "" 35.S tit";

DJo~CF.:\fB'm 1900

[8)

From Equations [6and 7) we find

(iI-H) ..=41.1 deg

H ..)90 deg + 41.1 deg ..
/90 deg - 41.1deg..

"" )8.73 hr sidereal I.
13.26 hr sidereal \

a == =22.8 deg

131.1 (hogI
48.9 deg \

[9]

Equation [13) gi,'es a' = =24 deg. For minimum la' I
then, launch should be made at approximately 3.26 hr
sidereal and 24 deg north of east, or at 8.73 hr sidereal and
24 deg south of east.

Using Equation [lb), V/l'e is equal to 0.535, and from
Equation [8), 17.is equal to 141.1 deg. The perigee, there-
fore, lies 141.1 deg back from ly in the missile plane. At
this point, from Equation [12)

II;/V. = 1.514

From Equation [11] it is found that cp = 35.3 deg. The
angle from launch to hyperbolic initiation is

360 - 141.1+ 35.3 = 254.2deg
for the northeast launch, or

360 - 141.1- 35.3= 183.6 deg

lor tht: southeast launch.
From Equation [14), p is about 10,000 nautical miles or

some 3 Earth-r!l.dii.

Nomenclature

I. '" target direction vector, Earth centered
v '"' velocity relative to Earth at initiation of planetary transfer,

i.e., the hyperbolic excess velocity
V ... velocity relative to the sun at initiation of planetary trans-

fer
V. '" orbital velocity of Earth at time of initiation of planetary

transfer
r '"' initial flight path angle of interplanetary orbit
r. = path angle of Earth's orbit at initiation of interplanetary

orbit
I ... inclination to the ecliptic plane of the interplanetary orbit
w = longitude of Earth at the initiation of the interplanetary

orbit
f '"' inclination of the Equator
..1. '" right ascension of the target vector
a ... declination of the target vector
a '"' launch azimuth relative to a nonrotating Earth, measured

from due east, positive to north
"" '"' launch azimuth, but relative to a rotating Earth
H = sidereal hour angle of the launch site at instant of launch
I ... latitude of launch site
'It! '"' true .anomaly of the hyperbolic asymptote
e '"' eccentricity
Ve = local circular velocity
Vo ... Earth surface velocity
y "" flight path angle
<I>'"' angle in the missile plane from launch site to target vector
p '"' distance from target vector to hyperbolic asymptote
Subscript i refers to the initiation of the hyperbola
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